5 Steps for 

eComm Growth
by DotcomWeavers

No business can succeed without an
effective eCommerce website that helps
sell products. However, just because
you’ve created a website doesn’t mean

it will automatically create growth for
your company.

eCommerce requires integrated,
seamless solutions that elevate your
entire business model.
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Administrators and customers are demanding new levels of data
integrity and information accuracy. Customers want a frictionless
journey, with fast shipping and real-time order status updates.

So what’s the solution? What steps can you take to create eCommerce

growth for your company?
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The right product mix

Separate budgets for technology updates and

marketing strategy -- You will need a solid technology

partner who can help integrate your eCommerce

software according to your business model. 



You should partner with both an in-house consultant,
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as well as a 3rd party firm specializing in eCommerce
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and digital marketing solutions.
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Now that you’ve found your partners, you need to

develop a secure and effectivesite. 



Your site should be easy to navigate and validated

by third parties. Make your shipping and returns

policy prominent to create transparency and

establish trust among your customers.
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A long-term customer acquisition strategy, focusing

on paid acquisition. Create a digital strategy for paid

search to increase your website traffic and

conversions. And you can’t acquire customers

without strong social validation. 



This includes positive website reviews and detailed

product descriptions to educate customers about

your products and services.

them in the long run. Your customer retention plan
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should target customers using coupons, newsletters,
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After acquiring customers, it’s paramount to retain

and social media marketing. 



Think from your customers’ perspective: why would

they leave your site without purchasing a product? 



This strategy may have a high cost per customer

acquisition, but should serve a greater long term

value. Use automated AI tools like YotPot to invest in

your customers and the future of your business.
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As you expand your eCommerce business, make sure to enlist
total support from your team and your trusted partners.


Don’t wait to catch up with the growing industry, which is
developing continually. Align your business model with your plan
for growth to ensure long-term success and become competitive
in the eCommerce marketplace.

Let’s get started on creating your custom plan for
eCommerce transformation!   

Schedule a free consultation with our team today.
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